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 FLYING LESSONS for  

August 4, 2022 
FLYING LESSONS uses recent mishap reports to consider what might have contributed to accidents, so you can make 
better decisions if you face similar circumstances.  In most cases design characteristics of a specific airplane have little 
direct bearing on the possible causes of aircraft accidents—but knowing how your airplane’s systems respond can make 
the difference in your success as the scenario unfolds. So apply these FLYING LESSONS to the specific airplane you fly.  
Verify all technical information before applying it to your aircraft or operation, with manufacturers’ data and 
recommendations taking precedence.  You are pilot in command, and are ultimately responsible for the decisions 
you make.      

FLYING LESSONS is an independent product of MASTERY FLIGHT TRAINING, INC. www.mastery-flight-training.com  

Pursue Mastery of Flight™ 

This week’s LESSONS: 
With the exception of last week’s 70°s Fahrenheit highs in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, it seems 
like the intense warming this summer is, dare I say, nearly global. As you prepare for takeoff—or 
on arrival, for the possibility of a go-around—consider an additional factor: runway temperature. 

The runway temperature, or temperature of the air immediately over a hot, paved surface, 
can be as much as 40°F (about 20°C) greater than the ambient air temperature. Pavement 
absorbs heat, and it heats air in the first few feet above ground level—where it affects the 
performance of wings, propellers and engines—to temperatures far above ambient temperature 
detected by airport sensors. This is a rarely-addressed factor in density altitude computations but 
has a very real effect on aircraft takeoff performance. 

On a hot, sunny day, compute density altitude and performance based on 
reported weather. But make a second set of calculations for roughly 40°F or 20°C higher than the 
official temperature. Keep the results of both calculations at hand in the cockpit.   

In the run-up area or at the hold-short line, look at your indicated Outside Air Temperature 
(OAT) and see which of your calculations it most closely matches (or if it’s somewhere between 
the two). Use performance figures for the temperature closest to the actual “runway temperature” 
as your expectations for takeoff and initial climb.   

If the “reported temperature +40°F/20°C” result is marginal for takeoff performance 
and the actual “runway temperature” observed at the hold line is near that value, taxi back and 
lighten the airplane…or wait for cooler conditions.  
Comments? Suggestions? Questions? Let us know at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  

 
My friends and sponsors at Pilot Workshops extend this offer to all FLYING LESSONS readers, in all aircraft 
types: 

 
 
See https://pilotworkshop.com/products/ifr-mastery-abs/?disc=20&campaign=abs&typeclub=abs  
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Debrief: Readers write about recent FLYING LESSONS: 

Reader, Airline Transport Pilot and flight instructor Sam Dawson writes: 
Reference the midair accident in [Las Vegas]: Every time I read about a midair I think back upon my near 
miss. When I do I become nauseous thinking about how close I came.  

It was probably 2010 and I was teaching an instrument student. I don’t know how the area is now, but 
back then many parts of New Mexico didn’t have ATC radar coverage below 10,000 feet, and in some areas 
you might be IFR without radio communications.  

We were doing the VOR-26 into DMN [Deming, NM] and had finished our PT [procedure turn] inbound. We 
were making position reports on CTAF. I had to remind the student about his “5 Ts”; he forgot to start his 
descent.  

The “5 Ts” is a common mnemonic used for the actions that are or may be required when 
crossing a fix while flying by reference to instruments: Turn, Time, Twist, Throttle, Talk. Turn the 
airplane, start a timer, twist the OBS on a VOR head or otherwise set navigation devices, adjust 
the throttle to change speed or vertical speed, and talk on the radio as needed. In retractable 
gear airplanes a sixth T is sometimes added: Tires, or extend the landing gear. By quickly running 
through the 5 (or 6) Ts a pilot will remember to so whichever of the actions required under the 
current circumstances.  

Sam continues: 
Just as we were leveling off at our inbound altitude I heard the noise of another airplane and saw a 
[Cessna] 182 wing flash by just below our strut missing us by a couple of feet. As it passed I had a view from 
behind and could clearly see both pilots, heads down. This was a new CAP (Civil Air Patrol) Cessna 182 
equipped with a G1000, and it was obvious both pilots were engrossed in learning the new panel.  

The only reason they missed us was due to the delay by my student in descending. If we had been flying 
a low wing, or if my student started his descent on time, we would have collided.  

A few minutes later I heard the other aircraft report inbound from the VOR. I called them and asked if they 
saw me, that we almost had a midair. They responded that they didn’t see us, “But it’s VFR. See and 
avoid.”  

I can’t think of anything I could have done differently on this flight. As I pointed out, ATC wasn’t available. 
I was constantly looking for other aircraft. We were reporting our position on CTAF. The other aircraft either 
didn’t have CTAF up yet (my guess), or the pilots were so engrossed in the new avionics they didn’t hear 
me.  

So since then, some things I do:  

1. It probably wouldn’t have helped, but I fly below 10,000 feet with ALL my lights on. Landing and 
taxi lights as well. For the newer LED lights it’s actually better for their life span to just leave them 
on anyway. Very often while flying VFR it can be very tough to see other GA aircraft. Most of 
them are painted white and blend in with the sky. If the other aircraft has its lights on I generally 
see it much earlier.  

2. I try to fly with ADS-B traffic on either the panel or my phone with an audio alert to my headset. 
As I wrote above, GA airplanes can be tough to see. Even with an audio alert I’ve often found it 
difficult to see conflicting traffic until I either climb or descend and get to a different altitude.  

3. When possible I use ATC as another set of eyes.  

4. Remind my students to keep their head on a swivel in traffic patterns, especially on nice days 
over weekends.  

Unfortunately, I don’t think any of this would have saved the pilots of the 172 in the Las Vegas crash. I’m 
not sure what they could have done differently. Even if they saw the other aircraft on base they probably 
assumed it was going to the other runway as instructed. I probably would.  

Thank you for sharing the LESSONS of your experience, Sam. 
See https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/2022.0721-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  

Reader Henry Fiorientini writes about the Debrief from last week’s LESSONS: 
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I take exception to fellow Debriefer’s observation on “technology in the cockpit.” A summary would be that 
“pilots get in trouble because they rely (too much) on technology.” A direct implication of [this] is “the 
technology is not reliable,” which I claim is very inaccurate, and a scapegoat for the real culprit. Except for 
aged analog electronics that actually do fail, most technology (notably the new, digital autopilots) fly better 
than most pilots.  

I submit that the real, underlying problem is pilots who do not invest the appropriate amount of time and 
mental energy into understanding their powerful, sophisticated avionics. [They] press a few buttons, and 
then expect it to take care of itself. They abdicate responsibility instead of delegating with follow-up. The 
tragic [runway] 17L vs 17R scenario is likely as simple as the pilot selecting the incorrect approach from his 
menu, and not verifying it. This is basically just a high-tech version of the same failure as a pilot who drops 
his gear selector but fails to verify three green. It’s not technology’s fault. 

Pilots generally don’t make the time to learn it, they expect to just hop in and start flying. To drive home my 
point: Garmin t[itself], on YouTube videos and in person, confess that “Over 80% of our GPS customers only 
know how to use Direct To.” Numerous times in my years as a pilot I have seen other pilots who barely know 
enough to press a few buttons, and then think that they’re 
done.  To observe them, engaging sophisticated avionics are 
as simple and mindless as double-clicking to re-order paper 
towels on Amazon. 

My recommendation is this: Using avionics (Foreflight, 
digital autopilots, Navigators/GPSs) are an intellectual, 
heady, “book worm” endeavor.  It’s like going back to 
college and learning calculus – it makes your head hurt.  It 
did mine when I got my Garmin GFC 500/ G3X, and by 
nature I am a bookworm / nerd who can (and did) spend 
hours upon hours reading the manuals, making my own 
notes, and ultimately weeks (literally weeks) pouring over 
the manuals before I even took delivery of my new 
avionics.  Compare that to the pilots who will hop into the 
cockpit, get an hour, maybe two of on-the-fly instruction 
from their avionics guy and say “Got it. I’m done will my 
education phase” 

Technology is a fantastic asset in the hands of those who 
properly understand it, and a scapegoat for those who don’t. 
Per Shakespeare: “The fault likes not within the stars, but 
within ourselves.” 

I agree with virtually everything you say, except that the 
radar track of the turboprop Piper in the Las Vegas crash 
show an overhead approach and almost continuous turn 
to short final to the wrong runway, overflying the final 
approach course to runway for which the flight was 
cleared. It does not appear to have been an intercept of 
an approach procedure, but a simple visual approach. Thank you, Henry. 
See https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/2022.0727-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  

More to say? Let us learn from you, at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  
 

 
See www.nafinet.org.  
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Share safer skies. Forward FLYING LESSONS to a friend 

“MFT has the highest signal-to-noise ratio of all the aviation publications I receive.” – David Clark 

Please help cover the costs of providing FLYING LESSONS through the secure 
donations button at www.mastery-flight-training.com.  

Or send a check to Mastery Flight Training, Inc. to 247 Tiffany Street, Rose Hill, Kansas USA 67133. 
Thank you, generous supporters.   

 
Oshkosh Wrap-Up 
Thank you to the large crowd who attended my presentation Three Accidents, Many Lessons, 
in the FAA Center last Friday at AirVenture. FAA videoed the presentation. I’ll link to it as soon as 
the video is posted online.  

I hinted last week about my (briefly) eventful arrival into Oshkosh. I promise to get to it…but 
having been away from home 11 days working the show, and the inevitable crush of work upon 
my return, I’ve not been able to get to it…yet.  

 
Pursue Mastery of Flight. 

Thomas P. Turner, M.S. Aviation Safety  
Flight Instructor Hall of Fame Inductee 
2021 Jack Eggspuehler Service Award winner 
2010 National FAA Safety Team Representative of the Year  
2008 FAA Central Region CFI of the Year 
Three-time Master CFI 
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